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I N T R O D U C T I O N
If you are a business owner, CEO, HR professional, or

Finance Director considering taking on a senior

accountant, ideally matched to your individual

circumstances, you’re probably looking for a little

guidance.

Hiring an accountant is probably one of the most

important hiring decisions you’ll ever make. That’s

why we’ve put together this easy guide to give you the

confidence and know-how to get it right.

In this guide, you’ll...

C O N T E N T S

03. Why hire into your finance team?

05. How do you know if you have a quality

finance candidate?

08. An effective recruitment process

13. How to attract quality candidates 

Find out if hiring into your finance team is right

for your business
Learn how to spot high-quality finance

candidates
Obtain advice on a relevant and effective

recruitment process
Discover the most compelling ways to attract

the best candidates for your industry and

business needs 
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ACCORDING TO MANY
CEOS, THEIR BUSINESS

COULD HAVE PERFORMED
BETTER WITH THE RIGHT

FINANCE SKILLS IN PLACE

1 .  W H Y  H I R E  I N T O  Y O U R  F I N A N C E  T E A M ?

H O W  D O  Y O U  K N O W  I T ' S   T I M E  T O  H I R E  A  F I N A N C E
P R O F F E S I O N A L ?

Hiring an accountant can do that for you

and more. 

They will bring a huge amount of

experience and invaluable skills into your

business and often end up becoming the

glue that holds your company together.

High calibre finance professionals aren’t

just glorified bean counters.

While accountants do all the essential

historical accounting, top finance

professionals are also proactive in

providing you with the necessary

management information to make

crucial and informed business decisions. 

If you’re serious about success, you need

the right advice, the right team, and

more specialist knowledge than you had

before in order to implement the right

systems and strategy.

And this is where your finance team will

be critical. 

Automate certain processes

Relieve the current workload from the
existing finance team

Collect cash more efficiently

Gain access to month-end accounts
quicker

Understand the performance of the
business in detail

Possess real-time data

Have 100% confidence in the numbers

Know which areas of the business
generate the most or least profit

You need or want to...

There's so much to think about when running a business. With an endless stream of 
questions to be answered and decisions to be made, you may wish someone would take 
away your financial headaches.



You might be wondering what exactly an accountant can help you with. Here are some of
the key areas where they should improve your business...

FREE UP YOUR TIME
With your accountant taking care of your accounts, you can use that time

to improve other areas of the business where your skills are better suited.

IMPROVE PERFORMANCE AND PROFITS
A quality accountant will know how to analyse your figures, spot trends,

identify inconsistencies and use this information to save money and

improve performance.
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WHAT CAN FINANCE PROFESSIONALS HELP WITH?

STREAMLINE YOUR PROCESSES
A good accountant can easily streamline accounting processes and

introduce modern systems in order to cut down the time you spend

entering invoices and preparing accounts. The time and money you save

will be significant.

MANAGE CASH FLOW
Finance professionals understand how to deal with customers that try to

slow down payments and the best ways to manage your own supplier

payments. Finance professionals are comfortable having difficult

conversations and it helps for them to handle these situations rather than

owners, MDs, or CEOs.

HELP WITH IMPORTANT DECISIONS
When your business is evolving, there are many important decisions to

make such as how much to charge for a new service or how to manage

your finances while growing? An accountant can help. Sometimes, it's good

to have an experienced, knowledgeable person to help to bounce ideas off.

PLAN FOR FUTURE GROWTH
Your new Finance professional will be able to help you plan and implement

new strategies for growth. He or she can also create financial models and

forecast how growth will affect the business, They will also ensure you have

the proper finance to fund these new initiatives and advise you on when

you'll see a return on investment.
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High calibre finance

professionals have the

ability to take on wider

responsibilities,

supported by the fact

70% of FTSE 100 CEOs

have a financial

background.

 

2 .  H O W  D O  Y O U  K N O W  I F  Y O U  H A V E  A
Q U A L I T Y  F I N A N C E  C A N D I D A T E ?

WHAT TYPE OF PERSON CAN LIVE UP TO THIS?

To help you spot a high-quality candidate

from a sub-standard one, you first need to

understand that, over the past few

decades, the finance function has

undergone some significant changes –

and proactive finance professionals are on

the frontline.

They are now expected to...

What does all that mean in terms of 

what you are looking for? Essentially, you 

need to find someone with the skills and 

experience to provide a deep analysis of 

your data and have the ability to use it 

to inform you about your 

business achievements and make 

predictions and interpretations about 

the future. 

But, in order to do this, they also need 

the wherewithal to understand the 

macro concerns that will affect your 

business, such as:

To communicate all this effectively in 

order to persuade key stakeholders of 

how their predictions and 

recommendations will help your 

business, they’ll also need great 

interpersonal skills.

Now you know why you should hire into your finance team, you need to understand what a

quality candidate looks like.

Play a key role in driving the business
forward

Provide a greater analysis and
commentary of what numbers imply,
supporting the business to meet its
strategic goals

Embrace advances in data capture 
and analytics to enable increased 
automation of previously mundane 
procedures

Changes in the political, economic, 
technological and global 
environment

Shifts in consumer behaviour and 
the rise of activist investors



LEADERSHIP AND
INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
Quality finance professionals constantly

interact with CEOs, MDs, and even

owners. They need to take part in

discussions about the future of your

company's success. In these meetings, all

the stakeholders will have different

priorities.

Good quality finance candidates will

possess the required leadership skills to

manage the finance team and ensure

they perform to their maximum. They will

be excellent rapport builders, a skill

needed to get the necessary buy-in

across the business both internally and

externally. 

Everyone believes their area is the most

crucial to making a business successful so

it’s important they can communicate

their point of view well and understand

and respect other people’s. 

CREATIVITY AND 
INNOVATION

Thinking creatively isn’t generally

recognised as a crucial requirement in

the finance sector but, innovating is

actually vital to creating a successful

business, and you should be looking out

for candidates who understand this. 

You need someone who will spot

opportunities to help drive business

opportunities and growth. Look out for

those who will bring new ideas to the

table during meetings and brainstorming

sessions and show they are up-to-date

with business and sector knowledge.
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KEY SKILLS TO WATCH OUT FOR
Stay on the lookout for the following skills or personality traits in your potential finance
candidate .

A DEEP UNDERSTANDING OF 
DATA  ANALYTICS

Although the ability to crunch numbers is

something most accountants have, a quality

candidate should be able to do more than

this. They must be able to interpret data in

terms of looking at how the business is

performing, predicting how the future will

turn out, and how events around them will

affect the business. 

EXPERIENCE AND TRACK 
RECORD

A proven track record is key. Look to find 

someone with proven experience in key 

successful finance roles where they have 

driven the business forward. In particular, 

seek candidates that can demonstrate 

that they have significantly contributed to 

the growth of the business, and ask to see 

evidence of this.



Our market research revealed that the top five technical skills every talented finance
professional should possess...

TECHNOLOGICALLY ADVANCED
Without the right IT systems, finance professionals are unable to spot

company trends and plan for future finance events. Uniform IT systems

are essential to control stock, monitor work in progress, document sales

orders, and convert sales into invoices. If you can’t report on sales

progress and cost control, you can’t forecast profitability or manage risk.

The best finance teams will embrace automation which will increase

both the accuracy and the efficiency of producing the numbers.

ABLE TO PRODUCE USER FRIENDLY INFORMATION
Accounting professionals need to know and understand their audience.

They need to present information that can be easily digested by both

finance and non-finance colleagues. There is no point in producing a 100-

page report if the end-user only needs informing of a handful of headline

facts. Often in financial reporting 'less is more'. 
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REQUIRED TECHNICAL SKILLS

DILIGENT WITH A GOOD EYE FOR DETAIL
Accuracy is an essential quality for any finance professional, inaccurate

figures can cost a business thousands. Being inquisitive and the ability to

spot numbers that do not look right is a non-negotiable skill. 

AN EXCELLENT KNOWLEDGE OF ACCOUNTING
STANDARDS

HIGHLY ORGANISED AND ABLE TO HIT DEADLINES 
Providing timely information is critical to the success of any finance

department. Out of date information is worthless. If the numbers are being

used to support key business decisions then the quicker the numbers are

produced, the sooner decisive action can be taken. 

It is essential for any business to stay compliant. Up-to-date knowledge of

the latest tax rates and general accounting principles is expected of any

finance professional who operates in a technical capacity. Whether you

trade domestically or internationally your finance team must be aware of

the rules and regulations governing those jurisdictions. 
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4 .  A N  E F F E C T I V E  R E C R U I T M E N T  
P R O C E S S
Without understanding where your recruitment processes are going wrong, you won’t 
be able to correct them.

According to our research, nearly half of

finance recruitment processes fail at the first

attempt, costing businesses time and

money.

The single biggest reason cited was

candidates pulling out. We spoke to leading

industry experts and HR professionals to

find out why so many candidates drop out

of the recruitment process or reject offers.

TOP REASONS FOR CANDIDATE DROP OUT (AND HOW 
TO AVOID THEM)

Our research revealed the top 

reasons why candidates drop 

out, with the length of process 

being the most common 

reason and a low offer, poor 

communication, uninspiring 

interviewers and lack 

of information also featuring 

prominently.

Let's look in more detail at 

why this happens and what 

you can do to avoid them.
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#1A SLOW PROCESS

Our study uncovered that around 23% of

candidates dropped out of the recruitment

process because of the long wait.

A drawn out recruitment process gives

quality candidates the chance to accept

other offers. Alternatively, they may

withdraw because they perceive the

organisation as inefficient, disorganised or

bureaucratic. 

How can you avoid this?

Avoid too many unnecessary stages

Avoid cancelling interviews with no 

plausible explanation

Trust one person to make the 

decision on which candidates to 

interview - reviewing CVs doesn’t 

need to be a four person task

Book the availability of your 

interviewers from the outset so 

interview days are already ring- 

fenced in their diaries 

Don’t spend too long reviewing CVs

Don’t leave long gaps between 

interview stages

#1B RUSHED 
PROCESS

Over 7% of our respondents said 

they dropped out because the

process was too rushed. This can 

happen because candidates were 

offered the jobs on the spot after a 

very brief first interview, which 

could have been organised at the 

last minute.

In these circumstances, candidates 

may not have had the chance to 

fully assess the opportunity, the 

organisation, the environment or

the colleagues who they will be 

working with. This can be 

particularly important if they are 

giving up existing employment 

with another company, especially if 

they have been there for some 

time. 

How can you avoid this?

Don’t offer the candidate the 

job on the spot, unless you 

are trying to persuade them 

against attending another 

interview

Ask them what information 

they would like to know in 

order to be in a position to 

make a decision if offered

Speak to a finance recruitment expert

regarding advice for your particular process. 

There is no reason that you cannot have a

permanent candidate under offer in under

2-4 weeks for junior positions and 3-5 weeks

for more senior positions.
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#3 POOR 
COMMUNICATION

According to our survey, around

half of candidates lose interest in

working for an organisation if they

don’t hear back within a few days

of an initial interview. This

increases further if they don’t hear

back within 7 days of the interview.

The candidate may feel that their

experience is undervalued and

begin to question the value of the

prospective job role to the

organisation. 

How can you avoid this?

Don’t spend too long 

reviewing CVs

Avoid too much radio silence 

Give swift post-interview 

feedback

Provide regular progress 

updates

#2 LOW OFFER

18% of candidates in our survey said they 

were put off because the package on 

offer seemed to have been downgraded 

part-way through the recruitment 

process.

This makes candidates lose confidence 

in potential employers or could be 

interpreted as meaning the role pays 

significantly less than the market 

average.   

How can you avoid this?

Don’t change the package part 

way through the recruitment 

process

You don’t necessarily set the rate 

you need to offer a candidate, the 

market does

If you have published a salary 

banding, be prepared to use all of 

it - frequently, a candidate may be 

taking a salary drop so in this 

instance the candidate will be 

unlikely to accept anything less 

than the top of your budget

Half of finance

recruitment

processes fail

at 1st attempt
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#5 LACK OF 
INFORMATION

13% of respondents said that they

dropped out of the interview

process because they felt they

didn’t have enough information to

make an informed decision.

Therefore, they opted for

companies that were clear on their

objectives and processes.

How can you avoid this?

Provide a detailed job 

description with 

responsibilities and objectives 

Give details about the 

remuneration package and 

comprehensive benefits 

details

If possible, provide 

information on team size and 

discuss where the role sits 

within the company and any 

development opportunities. 

#6 OTHER

No opportunity for progression

Recruiter behaviour

Change in personal 

circumstances of candidate

The other reasons were...

How can you avoid this?

Don't be late for an interview or 

leave them hanging in reception

Put some effort into building 

rapport with the candidate 

during the interview

Up-sell the opportunity during 

the interview

Be enthusiastic and positive 

about the role and the company 

#4 UNINSPIRING OR 
UNPROFESSIONAL 
INTERVIEWERS

Around 14% of respondents said that 

the people they met at the interview 

failed to inspire them about the 

company or the job opportunity.

The most effective way to avoid this 

situation is to build rapport with your 

candidates during the interview and 

to up-sell the opportunity you are 

offering them.

This will most likely make them feel 

good about working for you.



IN SUMMARY

In our experience of filling 100s of finance positions, the most successful companies
follow these guidelines...

Have a well mapped out timeline. 

Ensure all stakeholders are clear 

on their involvement and 

commitment to hitting deadlines 

- whether this means reviewing 

CVs or putting time aside to sit on 

an interview panel.

If you are using a recruitment 

firm, give them enough 

information to generate interest 

in the role. The more 

information a candidate is 

supplied with, the easier it will be 

for them to assess whether the 

role is of interest to them. This 

way you won't waste time by 

meeting unnecessary candidates.

Set a sensible remuneration 

package in line with market 

conditions and have a realistic 

idea of the type of calibre of 

candidate your budget will 

attract. If you are using a 

specialist recruiter, they will be 

able to give you clear guidance 

on this.

Set enough interview stages to 

allow the candidates time to 

pique their interest but not too 

many that the process 

and organisation 

seem cumbersome.

Have a maximum of one week

between interview stages to keep

up momentum and maintain the

candidate's interest. Strong

candidates may not wait if they

have other opportunities. If you

have a stakeholder who wishes to

be involved in the process, it is

their responsibility to free up

their time to fit within the

timescales of the process. If their

availability changes, they should

duck out of the interview panel

and entrust the others to make a

decision. If their involvement is

crucial, they should join in at the

latter stages.

Have a degree of flexibility. If your

interview dates coincides with a

candidate being out of the

country, be creative regarding

potential solutions. Consider

hosting the occasional video

interview and discuss anything

you feel you missed at the next

interview stage instead of trying

to stall the whole process. 
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30%
if they don’t hear back within a 

few days of an initial interview.

of candidates lose 

interest in working for 

an organisation
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5 .  H O W  T O  A T T R A C T  Q U A L I T Y  
C A N D I D A T E S
The current job market swings heavily in favour of candidates.

Free of charge

Advantages

Disadvantages

Unlikely that many finance

professionals will be actively

following you or your followers

Relies on users frequently logging

in to notice the status updates

and likes of their network

Candidates may take offence

when rejected and express this on

social media.

SOCIAL MEDIA

Free of charge

Can link to the job via a social 

media post

Advantages

Disadvantages

Limited exposure – relies on 

clicks through to the website

Unlikely that many FDs and 

CFOs will be keeping an eye on 

your website

Same disadvantages are also 

present as with Social Media if 

advertised via this medium

COMPANY WEBSITE

Top tier candidates are very rarely on 

the open market so think carefully 

about how you can reach out to them.

Let’s look at some of the traditional 

methods to attract candidates....

The best 

candidates are 

often off the 

marketing within 

a few weeks



Although there is no guarantee this 

route will be successful, a branded 

advert can be good PR within your 

market

Shows people you are hiring and 

potentially growing

Advantages

Disadvantages

Can be expensive in relation to the

number of relevant candidates you

will receive

If unsuccessful you cannot get a

refund

People are less to search for jobs in

newspapers compared to the

internet

NEWSPAPER 
ADVERTS AND TRADE 
PRESS

If you have an account with 

several job boards you can get 

an advert out within minutes

If you are buying in bulk with 

some of the larger job boards, it 

may be inexpensive compared 

to advertising in newspaper 

adverts

Advantages

Disadvantages

Less than 2% of people in the 

UK employment market are

looking at online job boards

Those looking at job boards 

tend to be unemployed or less 

desirable candidates

Solely focussing on job boards 

would be limiting your options 

and ignoring 98% of the market 

and could compromise the 

quality of your hire

ONLINE JOB BOARDS
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They know most of the candidates 

in their own specific industries so 

you’ll get a comprehensive market 

search and access to a selection of 

high calibre candidates

Some agencies only charge if they 

are successful or guarantee to 

replace the candidate if doesn’t 

work out

They can advise in many areas such 

as skillset fit, salary and how to 

structure your process to attract 

the best and most appropriate 

candidate

They are already in touch with 

most of the people in the market 

so they can quickly connect you 

with suitable candidates

Advantages

Disadvantages

Not necessarily the cheapest 

way to fill a job role - however, 

for an important appointment 

it’s worth investing properly

Specialist recruitment 
agencies or headhunters
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Approximately 

three quarters 

(72.8%) of 

employers are 

struggling to find 

relevant 

candidates

Great when you need someone to 

do a one-off job quickly, such as 

mending a tap or fix a roof

Good for jobs where there is a 

process to follow and you are 

recruiting on reliability, not skill

Great if your company is small and 

the position being recruited for 

isn’t critical to business success

Advantages

Disadvantages

Unless the referrer has managed

the candidate directly, they can

only usually clarify whether they are

a nice person or not

rather than whether they are the

most skilled and appropriate

person for the job

Putting someone who has been

personally recommended in charge

of the finances of a multimillion

business without carrying out a full

market search and hoping it works

out could be seen as a risky

strategy

Personal 
recommendations



IN SUMMARY

Recruiting finance staff is likely to include
some of the most important hires you will
make.

If you require a specialist to help you hire
talented finance professionals , visit
www.accountancyrecruit.co.uk

While there are many cheap routes to market,
hiring a less-than-average candidate could leave
your finance department exposed.

An extensive talent search should be the minimum
requirement and your directors would probably
expect nothing less.

A recruitment fee might feel like an unnecessary
expense initially but talented finance staff (as
opposed to average ones) should pay for
themselves several times year after year.

Recruiters can bring a lot of value to an
organisation. They have the experience and
expertise that companies need to hire the best
candidates in the market and in an efficient
timescale. If you want to avoid sub-standard hires,
the best course of action is to call in a professional.
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Interested in speaking to an
expert recruiter?

 

 

 

Visit 
www.accountancyrecruit.co.uk

 

 

 

0333 2412557

A C C O U N Y A N C Y  R E C R U I T

A   G U I D E   B Y

F O R  A M B I T I O U S
O R G A N I S A T I O N S  W H O

R E Q U I R E  T A L E N T E D  F I N A N C E
P R O F E S S I O N A L S  T O  H E L P

T H E I R  B U S I N E S S  P R O S P E R


